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AWSSC TO HONOR "KING" TOLO APRIL 23
THE STUDENT Snohomish Cancer
OBSERVER Drive To Be Aided
By Drama Guild

LOIS MURPHY
Just the other day Icame out of
hibernation, crawled out ona limb,
balanced my crystal ball in one
hand, a ouija board on my knees,
let Roto, my pet raven, and Otto,
my pet owl, perch on either
shoulder, and sought enlightenment on the SC political problem,
"Who is to be next year's student
body president?"
My ouija board, with Roto doing
the pointing, toldme that there are
to be five men vicing for the presidency—Tom Tangney, Jim Reilly,
Bob Larson, Gene Brenner and
By

The Seattle College company of
"State of the Union," took to the
road, yesterday, April 8, playing
a one-night stand at Snohomish
High School Auditorium, to a capacity audience. The Snohomish

Hank Carey. Looking into the past
and gazing into the future, I
gleaned these thumbnail sketches
about each of the candidates:
Genial, outGene Brenner
Club member,
standing

—

Commerce

active, non-controversialist, Alpha

Sigmu Nu pledge, pro-athletics.
Hank Carey— Logical candidate
of Engineers, unobtrusive, yet
forceful and capable, former Sophomore class president.
Dynamic and
Bob Larson

—

statuesque Gaveleer, reform

MARY KENDRICK

didate who knows the fine points
of parliamentaryprocedure, a dark Junior Chamber of Commerce,

Jim Reilly, popular Junior class
president, prominent 1.X., "status
quo" candidate.
Affable vice
Tom Tangney
president of ASSC, noteworthy
activities record, long time Hiyu
Coolee, I.K. and Alpha Sigma Nu
member, would promise efficiency.
These are the possible candidates
for the presidency. Epoch-making
will be the student body elections
to be held in the near future, as
next year the college will soar to
new heights befitting expansion.
excitement and
Suppressed

—

mounting speculation concerning

nominations willbreak loose at the
ASSC meeting this month. Nominations will be markedby a colorful flow of oratory, as student interest in school politics has always
raged high at SC.
Our constitution demands that
the president be a male junior in
good scholastic standing, graduating the following May. The other
officers can be drawn from any
and all parts of the student body.
Tests for suitability of officers
should be the ability to organize,
to handle major problems, and to
promote the best interests of the
students of SC.

Activities at the V.A. Guidance Center at 406 Buhr Hall
have recently been curtailed to
eliminate the full-time services
of a representative of the Education and Training Section, it
was announced by John L. Diffenderfer, chief of the center.
William E. Morris, former
full-time training representative, has been assigned to the
Seattle Regional Office, but will
be on duty at the Center on an
itinerant basis only, from 1:00
p.m. to 4:00 p.m., Mondays and
Wednesdays.
Hereafter, the functions of the
Center will be concerned with
performance of vocational advisement and guidance activities only, Diffenderfer said. The
Center has recently augmented
this service to include three
full-time vocational appraisers.
Veterans attending Seattle
College are requested to file
such forms as Wage Estimates,
LeaveRequests, Changes of Address, Marriage and Birth Certificatesand other routing forms
with Father Earl, the Veterans

Coordinator.

can-

horse bearing watching.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO
ALL VETERANS

having heard of the production by

the Drama Guild, at the Moore
Theatre, March 19, contacted the
director, Father Leo F. Lanphier,
S.J., asking if the Guild would
consent to another performance in
order to rase money for the Snohomish Cancer Drive.
The Drama Guild was pleasedto
have their play receive this recognition, and to be able to contribute
their efforts to a worthwhilecause.
A $500.00 quota was the mark
(Continuedon Page Four)

It is anticipated that a representative of the Seattle Regional Office will be available
at Buhr Hall one day each
month toinvestigate subsistence
inquiries. Any interim subsistence inquiries or other general
inquiries concerning V.A. benefits should be directed to the
V.A. Contact Office, Second
Floor, Textile Tower, MainOB6U

Socialists Present

tically

infinitesimal."

Various contests and baseball
will be featured and coffee, ice
cream and coke will be served to
picnickers.

'

Attention!
Seniors are requested to
check at the Registrar's office
for their transcripts. This is to
complete the records for the
year.

The Lost and Found Business
is booming! Why not check now
to see if something you have
lost has been turned-in to the
office.

Seattle College's answer to the
Communist threat was voiced last
Saturday in the school chapel by
the 24-hour devotion begun with 8
o'clock mass Saturday morning. A
continuous rosary in honor of Our
Lady of Fatima for the intention
of converting Russia, was said
aloud through the day and night
and terminated with 8 o'clock mass
Sunday morning.

Over 100 students participated
in making the devotion a success,
each spending an hour in the
chapel praying the rosary aloud.
Plans have been formulated to
make this a monthly affair to take
place the first Saturday of every
month.
All students are urged to sign up
for one hour and those who are
unable to designate a specific hour
are urged to come anytime during
the devotion. All are welcome and
students should encourage their
families to join with Seattle College In its prayer for Russia's conversion.

Bonnington and
Allison Return
From
AED Meet
'

At the recent national convention of the Alpha Epsilon Delta
...Premedical Honor Society, held
in Boulder, Colo., last month, Seat-

tle College was represented by
Delegate Donald J. Bonnington and

Statue to College Alternate Clarence Allison.

The Sodality has presented the
College with anew statue. Through
the efforts of Bill Dibb and Chet
Suver and gifts of a few students,
a statue of Mary, The Mother Of
Grace, was procured. The statue
will be a reminder to the students
that we must implore the intercession of the Mother of God for
After a very closely contested a just and lasting peace. The exact
evening, Gerri Lee Testu emerged
placement of the statue has not yet
as winner of the Benjamin Frank- been
determined.
lin Oratorical Contest held March
25. Three contestants represented General Communion Sunday
April 18 is the date set for our
the College. They were Gerri Lee
Testu, Bill Marsh and Gene Bren- first Communion Sunday. We will
ner. Gerri Lee will represent the have Mass in the College Chapel
College in the college divisionstate and go to Holy Communion in a
finals to be held later this month. body. The committees will then
meet in the Cave over coffee and
breakfast. The remaining time before noon will be occupied with
spiritual activities. It is our general intention that the prayers and
activities of the day Will be for
the favorable outcome of the elections which will be held in Italy
at that time.
Reverend Leo J. Robinson, for"Leadership" Lectures
mer provincial of the Jesuit Order
of the Oregon Province, arrived at
The college Sodality will sponSeattle College recently from Port- sor a series of lectures and discusland to teach criminology. Father sions on leadership.Such questions
Robinson has been recognized as as "What Is a Leader?" "What
one of the foremost doctors of Faculties Should a Leader Poscriminology. He received his A.B. sess?" "How Can We Acquire This
from Gonzaga and M.A. and Ph.D. Power of Leadership?" will be
from St. Louis University. The answered. The group will meet
warm hearted Jesuit remarked every Tuesday at one o'clock in
that SC was "marvelous, couldn't the afternoon and again at seven
be better" and is sure he will en- in the evening. All students are
joy his stay.
welcome to attend.

TESTU TAKES
P.-I. ORATORY
AT COLLEGE

FR. ROBINSON
FROSH PICK
COLLEGE
JOINS
BEAVER LAKE FACULTY HERE
AS PICNIC SITE
The Freshmen Class have announced that an all-school picnic
will be held Sunday, May 16, at
Beaver Lake.
Co-chairmen for the event are
Marie Bechtold and Tom Stapleton. Aiding them on committees
are: Guy Jonas (Transportation
via LL); Tom Towey (Tickets);
Jim Schultz (Entertainment),and
Rosemary Fallon (Refreshments).
Tags willbe sold at school which
will serve as miniature maps of
how "to get there" and as tickets
of admission. The fee according
to the co-chairmen will be "prac-

S.C. Students
'Get Acquainted' Women Students Present
Answer Threat Dance for Married Annual Cotton Ball Tolo
of Communists Students, April 16
Honor College Men

-

BANOUET TO BE INR CLUB TO

The aim of the convention was

to solve the problem of the many
qualified students who will not be
accepted by the medical schools.
Because of the limited capacity of
medical schools and the scant possibility of expansion in the near
future, only about one out of seven
applicants>to medical school can
be accepted.
As a solution to the problem of
the person desiring work in the
medical field, even though denied
admission to medical schools, Dr.

The newly formed Mr. and Mrs.
Club of Seattle College will hold a
"Get Acquainted Dance" Friday
night, April 16, at the Knights of
Pythias Hall, Rainier and Finley
streets.
Invitations are extended to all
married students and faculty and
their husbands and wives. Dancing
will be from 9 to 1.
Jean and Will Gariss, dance
chairmen, announce that baby sitter service will be available and
that persons wishing to use this
service should call them at Main
5562, or contact John Talevlch at
Ca. 6172.
John Otis is in charge of arrangements; Margaret and Al
Comstock, publicity; Guy and
Helen Trotter, reception and re-

freshments, and Bud and Barbara

Bergman,

music.

Applications for membership,

dues and nominations for club officers will be taken at dance by
Henry Thomas. Membership in the
club is open to any couple, one of
whom is attending the College. The
club has been formed to provide
inexpensive entertainment for the
young marrieds of the school.
Plans are being made for such
future events as a spaghetti dinner,
a picnic and a baby beauty contest.
Formation of various interest
groups such as bridge, sports, and
theatricals will be undertaken
soon. The proposed student co-op
will be started as soonas negotiations for a suitable building site
are found.
So remember: The time, April
16 at 9 o'clock; the place, Knights
of Pythias Hall; the event, the Mr.
and Mrs. Club Dance.

FOREIGN TRADE
CLASSDRAWS UP
EXPORT PLAN

The advanced Foreign Trade
class of Seattle College took an
active part in the Senate Small
Business Committee hearing held
Thursday, April 18, at the Federal
Court House. Senator Harry Cain
Setterfleld, Professor of Anatomy (junior senator from Washington),
the committee, was
at the University of Ohio Medical chairman of
through
Professor Metpresented,
School and National President of
calfe, with a formal suggestion
AED, presented a paper on the drawn by the class to alleviate the
Ancillary Medical Services. To difficulties encountered in the
bring home the essential part that granting of export licenses by the
ancillary medicine plays in the Department of Commerce.
modern hospital, Dr. Setterfleld
The suggestion was favorably
described a hospital staffed only received and will be taken into
by doctors. The doctors would consideration at the conclusion of
have no time for diagnostic and the hearing when all the plans will
operative work if they were re- be formulated into a change of
quired to perform all the services policy.
that patients require.
San Francisco and Los Angeles
that
would
are
the next cities that Senator
people
In order
more
be attracted to the auxiliary med- Cain and his committee will conical services, Dr. Setterfleld sug- vene for further hearings on this
gested that these fields be more matter.
fully recognized and be accorded
prestige commensurate with the
worth of their contribution to
society.
It was pointed out that a more
adequate program of vocational
The first electionof officers for
guidance in high school wouldhelp the school year 1948-1949 was held
to secure a better orientation and at the I.K. meeting April 5. The
distribution of students tonot only election -placed Jack Marllley in
branches of the medical field, but the office of Honorable Duke of
into other available fields as well. the I.K.'s. Mr. Marilley, a junior
engineering student, is former

JACK MARILLEY
TO HEAD I.K.'S

of the
of
HELD FOR I.K.'S HEAR GAVEL Guest Speaker Chancellor
of
the I.X.'s and the
Guild.
the Seattle
The formal initiation
elected
Bert Goodmann
the
class of I.K. MEMBERS WED.
To
S.C.
Address
Scribe and Donal Sulliwill be held
Three member of the GavelClub
the
Chancellor of the
is
Robert
Mehelich
scheduled for the
Mendel Club elected
of the
Recorder.
letic Club.
Exchequer
president
College Opera

and ban-

Spring
quet for
Saturday,
Pledges
tentatively
April 17, and it
Washington Ath- were guest speakers last Tuesday
NIRO, a cityat a meeting
The banquet is a semi-annual af- wide organization of high school
fair whichthe new pledges and the students sponsored by the YMCA
former I.X.'s are guests of honor. for the promotion of interest in
The guest speakers for the evening internationalproblems. Subject of
will be Father Edward Flajole, the panel discussion presented was
president of the College, and the question of Federal World
Father McGuigan, moderator of Government, withGerri Lee Testu,
Bob Larson and John Nicholson
the organization.
A party and dance will follow being the Seattle College representatives.
the banquet.

To

was

Worthy
van is
new
was
Exchequer.
Monthly
Dr. Fred Cleveland, a physician
These men replace the former
from the Virginia Mason Hospital, officers:Mike Mahoney, Duke; Jim
will be the guest speaker at the Henrlot, Scribe; Jack Marllley,
next Mendel Club meeting, which Chancellor, and Tom Sheehan, Reis to be held on Wednesday, April corder.
14. Dr. Cleveland will talk upon The new officers are planning to
Discumarol Therapy, Its Use and attend the national Intercollegiate
Convention at Utah State College,
History.
Plans for the annual club picnic Logan, Utah, which be held April
will be discussed at this meeting. 29-30 and May 1.
(

Cotton Ball Co-ChairmenKathleen Conroy and GerriKennard are
having a difficult time deciding for whom they will cast their vote
to elect the "tolo" king.

By AGNES REMMES
The Palladium has been selected as the place for the
Cotton Ball. Dancing will be from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. to the
music of Bob Marshall and h s orchestra. The date for the
affair is April 23.

"Spring Fling"
Theme of Mixer
Friday, April 16

The twenty-three possible
nominated at the AWSSC
meeting are: Ray McCleary, Jim
Schultz, Rhoady Lee, Ted Dooley,
Howard Sharp, John Kearns, Dan
Brackett, Sandy Sabatine, Jack
Codd, Tom Bichsel, Bob Nash,
Plans for the "Spring Fling," Terry McKenna, Tony
Scantsi,
to be held on April 16, are now
Dan
McEvoy,
Coughlin,
Mike
Jack
materializing. The dance, sponLarson, Jerry Currid, Bill Guppy,
sored by the Colhecon and VetSmall, Alex DuHammel, Jack
erans' Clubs, will be held at the Joe
McCleary, George Miller, Homer
music
Ballroom,
Encore
with the
Crallagh.
supplied by Al Pierre and his
orchestra. The orchestra will be
The theme is strictly informal
supported by "Dee-Dee," popular with girls wearing cotton dresses
songstress of many college dances. and the boys sporting slacks,
Co-chairmen of the event will sweaters and jackets.
be Sue Larkins, president of the
Co-chairmen for the Tolo are
Colhecon Club, and Frank Perri, Gerri Kennard and Kathleen Conmayor of Vets' Hall.
roy, who are working with RoseTickets will be on sale all this mary Burkhalter, Margaret Ellis,
week at 65c per person, and also Mary Lou Fabry, Margaret Fitzthey will be sold at the entrance patrick, Barbara Klingele, Polly
to the ballroom. Dancing will be Peiton, Gloria and Jean Quanti,
from nine till twelve-thirty.
Agnes Remmes, Audry Schade,
Gloria Torlai and Eileen Walmsey.
Tickets will be on sale soon at
$1.50 per couple.
"kings"

NILE COUNTRY
CLUB SITE FOR Opera Guild Sets
JUNIOR PROM Date for Revue as
Under
Jim
Next Production
Jim
Barrett
Junior

guidance of
class president,
Henand
riot, co-chairmen for the
The Seattle College Opera Guild
Prom, plans are being furthered
busy at work on a revue conis
of
strict
formal
for the success
this
sisting of songs from "Show Boat"
affair.
by Jerome Kern, "The Red Mill"
The prom will be held at the
Country
with dancing by Victor Herbert, "The Pirates of
the

Reilly, Junior
Rosemary

Nile

Club

ten- Penzance," "H.M.S. Pinafore," and
piece orchestra and vocalist will "The Mikado" by Gilbert and Sulsupply the musical background. livan. The show will be presented
Tickets will sell at $3.25 per cou- on May 4 and 5.
ple and will include admissionand
Among the selections are "Make
Believe," "Bill," "OldMan River,"
refreshments.
Seniors are requested to make "Life Upon the Wicked Stage."
their reservations immediately to from "Show Boat;" "When a Felenablethe underclassmen to secure on's Not Engaged in His Employthe surplus tickets.
ment" from "The Pirates of PenThe committees at work for the zance," sung by Kevin Packard
success of the annual affair are: and the men's chorus; and "When
Invitations, Betty Morrison and the Foeman Bares His Steel," "I
Mary Neville; publicity, Margaret Am So Proud," sung by Jack MaO'Brien, Gene Brenner and Don rilley, Al Small, and Kevin PackByington; refreshments, Blackie ard from "The Mikado"; numbers
Thomas; tickets, Gerri Testu; dec- from the "Red Mill" will include
orations, Pat Collins, Henry Cary "Because You're You" and "Mignand Howard Bosanko.
onette," sung by Margie Carlisle;
from 9 to 1. Vern Mallory's

PUGET SOUND
SAVINGS & LOAN
Insured Savings
922 2nd

Aye.

Home Loans
Seattle, Wash.

the selections from 'Here's a Melody" will be the title song and

"Ann Jeanette."
Many of the songs will be sung
by the original cast members. As
an incentive to attendance to the
production, the price of the tickets
has been set at 75c per person.

THE SPECTATOR
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THE GREAT GIFT OF FAITH
The following is the conclusion of the letter by Father
McGough to Seattle friends. Perhaps after reading it, you
may feel like visiting the Chapel
for the gift of faith is
truly remarkable.

....

The Committee of Twelve Report
This issue concludes the Committee of Twelve Report.
However, as further action is taken on various matters, there
will be news items to the effect printed In the SPECTATOR.
(9) We recommend that the veterans form a "Married Vets'
Club" or some other organization which may be operated in a manner
to suit their more mature needs and desires. We further urge that
all clubs and organizations issue standing invitations to the wives of
veterans so that they may attend meetings in which their husbands
take part. We further urge that all non-vets and veterans do everything in their power to break down the artificial barriers between
vets and non-vets which for the most part is due to the failure of
the younger non-veterans to understand the problems, needs, and
desires of the veterans. It is also due partially to a handful of very
bitter veterans who insist on throwing their war-records in the faces
of the younger non-veterans. We should all do everything in our
power to increase the general good feeling between these two clearly
defined groups.
(Editor's note: The newly formed "Married Students Club includes
both veterans and non-veterans and has adopted a program of activity
to interest all members.)
(10) We realize that non-catholics find an atmosphere in a
catholicschool which is strange to them, and they are conscious of the
attitudes and ideas which are foreign to them. We urge them to call
upon any catholic student or any member of the faculty at any time,
to clear up difficulties which they may have. We also urge all Catholic
students to volunteer help to any non-catholic whom they know.
Explain our regulations, and be sure to inform him of Holy Days and
vacations. We also wish to say that all clubs and organizations in
Seattle College are open to students professing any faith, and we are
eager to accept them for membership.
(11) We recommend that the student body officers compile each
year a file of persons who are desirous of performing duties in student
government or activities. This will give the student government a
committee list from which to draw and should logically eliminate the
old bugaboo of "wheels", to a great extent, for then persons who are
not wheels have no one to blame but themselves.
(12) We recommend that the A.S. S.C. establish a definite, publicized, accessible place where students may go to obtain information
about student affairs and where help may be given those who are
eager to participate in school activities.
(Editor's note: The A. S. S.C. Office is located in the tower of the
L. A. Building:.)
(13) Finally, we recommend that a committee such as this be
formed, on a permanent basis, given a definite title, and assigned to
the function which this committee has performed. We recommend
that this committee shall be composed of thePresident of the Student
Body, a member of the faculty, two seniors and one junior who are
in no way connected with student government, who hold no major
offices in school organizations. We feel that other student organizations
are occupied with more business than they can handle, and that this
committee will satisfy a need long felt in that they will not act as an
impartial trouble-shooting organization. We recommendthat a constitutional amendment be made in this regard if necessary.
(Editor's note: This has been investigated, and no further action

Naturally I was worried about the boys and tried to get the first
train back. As Ientered the Trenton Station the dispatcher said,
"Hurry up, Father, you'll just make it." And Idid. Relaxed for a
moment, the conductor in taking up rrry ticket, asked me where Iwas
going. Itold him that Ipresumed Iwas going to New York. He agreed
that very probably I would get there, but Iwas not taking the most
direct route as the next stop was Philadelphia. Ihad gotten on the
southbound train instead of the northbound. So when Igot to Philadelphia Ipicked up a couple of papers and began my trip back again. has been taken.)
Igot home at 1:30 in the morning and Iwas informed that Brennard
That is the sum and substance of our report. We wish to emCassidy had died. That hit me terrifically as he was such a grand kid. phasize again, however, that we students make Seattle College what
So Iwent immediately to the hospital to see the other boys and to it is. We are the ones who determine here and now the value of our
my wonderful surprise Iwas greeted by, "Gee, Father, it's swell of degrees ten years from now. Therefore, at every opportunity, we
you to come to see us at this time of night." It was Cassidy, who was should all make it our duty to ignore the weak spots, brag about the
very much alive though he had tubes all over him and was breathing strong points, and BOOST Seattle College.
oxygen. He almost died but didn't. One of the other boys, Fred
Weiss, had just come down from the operating table and they did not
think he'd last through the night. So Istayed with him, saying the
prayers from the Ritual. He seemed to gain strength and at five I
—BETTY ALLEN
came back home hoping to get a little rest but Ijust could not sleep. Things are just a little quiet
So, at seven Iwas back at the hospital. Then Brother Hennessy around Campion since April Fools'
decided that all of the students would attend Mass in a body to ask Day. Many of the girls could be
God's grace to bring the boys back to health. Isaid the Mass at ten found airing out rooms and changand when Iturned around to speak to the one thousand stunned and ing sheets after a mixture of
serious boys Ifound cameras clicking and newsreels grinding but worms, crackers and medicine had
Iwas in no mood to try to impress anybody so I ignored them and been added to the beds. Neva
simply gave a plain, sincere talk to the boys, pointing out that this Backes didher share of the "work"
tragedy might well be intended by God to be a lesson to all of us. and was aided by Mary Ellen
The result was that everyone thought the sermon was perfect. The Whelan. Connie Krueger and Jan
Provincial of the Irish ChristianBrothers wants me to write it up so Gervais completely enjoyed the
he can send it to all of their houses. But since Idid not prepare the joke they fell for. (Or did they?)
sermon, I
simply do not know what Isaid. At any rate you will find
A birthday dinner was held last
a few quotes in the papers when you receive them.
week to celebrate all the birthdays
When Itaught my class at Manhattan that day Iwondered if I'd that occurred in March.
Probably the best "salesman" in
did. Back to the hospital and
be able to get through the period but I
asked
is Sally Rose, who did
Campion
Brothers
improvement.
Then the
the boys were making some
had
job for the Scots'
mother
whose
son
a
wonderful
to
console
the
try
go
with
them
to
me if I'd
He must have read that April
been killed. So in the evening we went to the home and the mother Dance.
student,
1st issue, too.
was thrilled to talk to me about her son receiving the Sacraments. That famous zoology
has
always
who
Knabel,
Frances
actually
dead.)
(Though he was at least unconscious if not
some choice specimen captured in
Then here's the payoff. As I was leaving the house one of the a jar and decorating her dresser,
boys (and there weremore than one hundred outside the house) came made a choice "catch" the other
to me and asked, "Father, why didn't you tell the reporters that Tommy night. Just ask her. She also has
had gone to confession to you Monday afternoon? Did you think that a particular liking for her job.
would be breaking the Seal of Confession?" Ireplied that certainly Could it be the pie?
April
that would not be breaking the seal but Iasked him what made him
think that Tommy did go to confession that afternoon. He replied,
"I don't think Father, IKNOW because I went to confession to you
Al
Monday afternoon and Tommy was directly ahead of me. Tommy
—TONY MLADINEO
and I were pals." So remember what Isaid previously: only five
Now that the Lenten season is
or six boys went to confession that afternoon and out of one thousand
passed, McHugh has taken out its
boys God singled this model youngster and saw to it that he'd go to
calendar and made plans
confession just fifteen minutes before he was shot down. And why social
for
house
party. Due to the suca
actually
Monday?
That's what
wouldhe ordinarily go to confession on
pre-lenten party, de*
cess
of
the
borders ona miracle. God has some definite purpose in all this. Since
are now in progress
plans
tailed
in
every
this Eastern
boy
Tommy's death his example has inspired
for another venture.
pitch
since
higher
has
reached
a
area and the hatred of Communism
Across the Street from School
The Hall bade adieu to one of
the communistic philosophy of this killer has come into the open.
when
Rusty
King,
members
its
QUALITY PETROLEUM
And why should I, who never got a sick call, happen to get this one varsity basketball player, was
PRODUCTS
and it my first sick call? These questions haunt me. Here was a boy married.
The best wishes of the
about to enter a seminary who sheds his blood because HE WAS A boys from McHugh go to Rusty
CATHOLIC. Itold his parents the other night that already Tommy and his bride.
has done more good by his death in bringing to light his sterling
A newcomer to McHugh is Bob
Adorable Cotton Washables
character and deep spirituality than if he had been a priest for years. Cummins, last season's varsity
and Petticoats
And Isaid too that as far as Iwas concerned Tommy would have basketball captain-elect.
by
my
special
to
from
now
on
He'll
be
priestly
do,
work
since
plenty of
LIL' ALICE GOODY JR'S
The
Pinochle
Club
has
been
intercessor before the throne of God in all the priestly work God started again. Meetings of the
of
of
California
New York
wills to send my way.
group are held nightly in the house
Price Range $8.95 to $19.95
And now to end this long and hastily written story I'll say that living room. Along with such
I just returned from the hospital and the boys are much improved. strenuous activity, cigarette smokTERRY AVENUE
brought over one of my electric shavers ing, given up during Lent, has
Cassidy needed a shave so I
GOWN SHOP
it,
and gave him his first electric shave. He's giggling about I'm sure. been "re-acquired." A pat on the
Ma. 7228
1006 Madison St.
Billy O'Connor is complaining terribly about the food so that's a sure back should be given to those morsign that he's getting back to normal and Fred Weiss said, "Father, tiflers who managed to survive
I'm beginning to believe you; Ithink Iwill make it now." Tomorrow the ordeal.
we have Tommy's funeral. His uncle will say the Mass; the pastor of
Incarnation Parish will be Deacon and I will be subdeacon. Since Patronize Our Advertisers
Incarnation church is small, eleven hundred Power boys will form
Repairs
a prayerful group outside the Church and will escort their classmate
By-the-Hill
cemetery.
to the
AIterations
With love and best wishes to you all and may this tragedy in the
cergreat
gift
our
of
Faith
as
appreciation
for
reading increase your
Distinctive Gifts Greeting Cards
Corner of Bthand Pike
tainly it has done for me.
Infants' Shop
ELiot 7021
Signed (FATHER FRANK)
1008 TERRY AYE.
FATHER FRANCIS McGOUGH.
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—TONY AND CATHERINE GIBBONS

|

You must pardon the rather jerky manner in which the column
is writtenthis week. We are just now recovering from the blow dealt
us by last quarter's grades. For a long time we had considered ourselves among the keener students. We would stand in the main hall,
flexing our strong German verbs and looking the triple-threat scholar
generally. Then whoom back with the lowbrows.
* *

—

—

—

♥

Flash Fishermen's reports from
of bock beer.
«

"

Alki Point indicate a

heavy

run

*

Literally hundreds of students have commented on the alacrity
with Which Gerry Heim, Joe Corrigan and troupe of the Cavern have
been spiriting away half-empty coffee cups and nibbled-just-once cake.
Our Cavern spies report that their service is being stepped up still
further in practice sessions. Visionaries among the busmen foresee
the day when a courteous young fellow will take your tray from you
as you leave the cashier, and empty it with speed and grace into the
bin provided.
* * *

"Promoter"

For his untiring efforts in
fostering the aims of the Sodality at Seattle College, we
salute Paul TosayafTaul, a
convert to Catholicism, recently organized and financed
a study club for Japanese
non-Catholics at 'Maryknoll
School here in Seattle. The
club is under the supervision
of Father Francis Lindekugel,
S.J., while Paul acts as coordinator.

Father McGuigan (discussing morality in Special Ethics), "Some
of the philosophers in the Pre-Christian days wereno better than they
should have been. Always orgies and Bacchanalian revels."
Michelle Riverman: "What are those, Father?"
Father McG.: "Both just synonyms for a drunken brawl."
Vocabulary building?

*

"

*

Rumor has it that the girls around here are having a tennis tournament. Let's drop the pretense of casualness. They are having one.
Half of the Common Touch will be out there battin', too. But she

was tricked.

A notice was posted on the Women's Lounge bulletinboard. "Come,
play tennis!" it advertised. "You'll like it!" or some such thing. The
girl paused. "Well, well," she thought, "It's been years,but here goes."
She signed (in ink) and her eye caught a row of tiny letters written
at right angles to the rest of the sign. Shyly the wee letters announced,
"Tennis Tournament." The damsel ran screaming from the room.

*

*

*

We hate to tell this one on an old friend, but when the week end
comes, no copy, well
During the war Paul and his
We were reading some anti-Euthanasia literature to a group of
family had to leave Seattle to take
fellow cat-workers. Finally one of them straightened up. "Are we
up residence in Nebraska.Later he
they'll turn Gommunist," he asked. "What is this youth-in-Asia
afraid
joined the army and served overstuff?"
* * *
seas with the Twenty-Fourth Division.
"It was while Iwas living in
Omaha that Ibecame interested in
the Catholic religion. Ibecame
friendly with Father Noonan of
Creighton University, and he, you

. ..

Miss Jeanne Tangney, who did the April Ist take-off on the column, got in a sly dig with her "Life and Hard Times" pome, chiding
us on the fact, which we had so far managed to conceal, that we live
in payment for
across from the Lincoln High School beanery. This is
our referring to the Tangney clan as the "Gashouse Gang." We close
now, so that everyone can go hunt "up a Tangney and fling this epithet

might say, kept begging the quesin their

tion, "What does it profit a man?"
The result was that a short time

later Ijoined the church."
Besides carrying the aims of the
Sodality outside the College, Paul
is also a prominent and active
worker of the Eucharistic Com-

teeth.

VETS' HALL

—BEN LEAL

Shocking news enveloped the
hall last week when the Spectator
mittee.
broke the news about the new
He has attended the College
draft—law being passed. Tears were
since the Winter quarter 1947 and
shed seabags packed. We all
is a pre-major.
agreed that we probably would
finish school by 1963.
The ten dollar pay hike is coming in mighty handy. With the
cost of living so high and rent con-VIRGINIA MASSART
trols still quite stringent, and becoming more so, the Vets commenced tightening their belts.

Coed's Column

Remember!

SPRING FLING

The Common Touch

AWSSC REPORTER
The last AWSSC meeting was
held on Thursday, April 1. Nominations for the tolo king were
accepted. There will be a final
election sometime in the near
future.
The Apple Sale netted $21.75.
These proceeds will go toward outfitting two First Communicants at
the Sacred Heart Orphanage. Agnes Remmes, chairman, wishes to
thank Betty Dilly, Jeanne Kumhera, Marie Mayer, Peggy Blair,
and Marie Bechtold for their help.
The women students presented
Father Small with a desk set as
a going-away present.
News is rather scarce this week.
The coeds are too busy prospecting for the tolo. Don't forget to
vote for the king. And don't fail
to go to the tolo. It promises to
be a terrific dance.

Thesis Typing a Spec'lty
30 Cents a Page

General Typing
900 Words, or Seven Pages, $1
MICHAEL P. SCHULLER,

KEnwood 4077

Wally Riggs Original
Sport Shirts
Arrow Shirts and Ties

MICHAEL & COURY
511 Pike Street

Our Club Is
KindofBusy
These Days
By CHARLES BRICKER

Miss Schmickerson will now
read the minutes.
"Due to crowded conditions existing in the Cave, thelast meeting
of bur club was heldin the library.
This kind of detracted from the
gaiety and laugh-provoking fun of
former meetings since the library
is kind of formal. There are no
The Hall and the Home Eco- salt and pepper shakers on the
nomics Department are co-spon- tables. Remember the time we
soring a spring dance April 16th poured pepper in Kathy's lipstick?
to be held at the Encore Ballroom. We calledher "Hot-Lips" for days.
The theme will be "Spring Fling" Gee, but that was a real thrill!
and it is being handled by Frank
"Well, anyway, there wasn't
Perri as general chairman. This space at one table for all of us
premixer is slated to surpass all
at once so we had to split up. This
vious productions by the Vets and made it kind of hard to hear each
with the willing assistance of the other, on account of the kids who
new Home Econ. Club it is certain- were studying were studying kind
ly to be doubly a must for this of
loud.
month.
being no old business,
"There
This willbe the first mixer since our president, K. K. (East Side)
wellbefore the Lenten season be- Kelly, called for new business. The
gan. All you gals and guys are librarian stood up and started to
asked to climb aboard the band say something but our sergeantwagon and roll on down that way
at-arms handled that little crisis.
on the 16th. The Encore is located At this point Kenny Thorndyke
away
a couple of blocks
from the glanced through the Venetian
campus and may be remembered
blinds toward Anderson & Thompas the scene of the last dance put son's.
on by the Vets in December.
"She promptly made a motion
A swellparty was thrown by the that a committee be appointed to
fellows for a departing brother, look up 'laminated'in the dictionJack Thompson, who was sched- ary. The motion was approved and
uled for matrimonial affiliation a committee consisting of Mike
with Margery McEvoy on April Whitman, Margo Brien and Mcl
2nd. Refreshments were served O'Rooney promised to work on the
and all had a swell time. Pat matter.
Wilson poured.
"The librarian came back at this
Tony Lease, formerly of Vets point and said, 'You can do your
Hall, married Theo Thill of Sun- visiting in the hall.' Pres. Kelly
nyside, at that town on April 3rd. gave her kind of a tolerant look
We congratulate the newlyweds. and rose to his full four feet eight
as he said, 'We aren't visiting.' The
sergeant-at-arms set the librarian
behind her desk again.
"A report was given by the committee knitting sweaters for our
'Bundles for Buhr' project, and the
girls in Soc. 5 are nearly done.
"A motion to make the Marine
Reserve the official unit for our
Machiavelli,
Prince",
by
"The
will be the subject of the next male members was passed by a
nearly unanimous vote.
meeting of the Great Books Dis"Cy Jones proposed to raffle
cussion Group Thursday, April 15.
himself
off as a Cotton Ball date
Leader of the discussion will be
Professor LaCugna of the Political in order to raise money so Cy
Science Department. Anyone in- Jones could go to the prom, but
terested in the topic is invited to the club voted against it.
"Vivacious Helen Schmickerson
attend, the only requirementbeing
the reading of thebook under con- was, as usual, right in the middle
of things!
sideration.
"There being no further busiAt the last meeting of the Group
held April 1, the "Treatiseon Law" ness, the meeting was adjourned.
"Am Iright?"
from the "Summa Theological" of
St. Thomas Aquinas was discussed. Are there any corrections?
Then you are right, Miss
Schmickerson. The minutes stand
Patronize Our Advertisers as read.

GREAT BOOKS
WILL DISCUSS"
"THE PRINCE
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SPLIT
P.
C.
L.
on Wet Course CHIEFS
Down
Hot!
Golfers
DOUBLE BILL
BRAVE TALK

By JACK PAIN
Seattle College's second
season of baseball was ushered in April 5 with the Chiefs
splitting a doubleheader with
Pacific Lutheran at Tacoma.
Coach Yandle's 20-man squad,
with a nucleus of only two
lettermen, dropped the opener
8 to 2, and then came from
behind to squeezeby the Lutes
7-6 in an extra inning.

By JIM HUGHES
THERE'S A FEW HERE TOO!

A local sports scribe devoted three-fourths of his
column last Sunday to the merits of our handsome athletes
(in the Northwest) who were
being scrutinized by a couple of
Hollywood talent scouts.
In his column he told of the
dozens of university men that
were being especially looked over
along with men from the waterunion halls, Boeings, and
er localities where the strong,
sinewy and sturdy are employed.

tnt,

Three hurlers, veteran Joe Faccone, Hal Rose and Lefty Davis
worked the first contest for the
allowing eight hits to the
potentially powerful Tacomans,

Chiefs

FRANK DONAGHY
New Tafzan?

Iguess this localwriter was ignorant
|of the fact that Seattle was also in the
running. The Hollywood scouts (from the motion picture industry)
were in pursuit of a movie Tarzan from the halls of SC two weeks
ago. Coach Yandle was asked for his opinion on "who looked like
a good movie Tarzan"?
And who do you thing was recommended by our Len. Right,
none other than the coed's delight, Romie Harming. Big Frank
was second best to Len's choice as the No. 2 handsomist
[ian on the Chieftain campus.

fghy

while

-

Bud and Dick Schwaegler (Yakima) dominated the
State Ski Championship High School Meet held at Snoqualmie Pass on March 27 and 28th in both the downhill
and slalom racing.
The two boys are brothers of SC's twins, Pat and Virginia Schwaegler, who are also at ease while on the hick-

(Continuedon Page irour)

ories. (Virginia has taken more championships this year than all
the former women in Chieftain ski competition.)
The two youths beat the top junior skiers from all over Washington which is a pretty fair stunt considering the age and experiThe Chieftain's perennial intercollegiate champion, the golf team, came, saw, and coilquered when they downed The
ence of both. Bud is only a 15-year-old Sophomore while his brother
Pacific Lutheran linksmen to the tune of 11M> to 3V2 last Friday at Tacoma's tough Brool kdale course. Of course there
Dick is still attending grade school.
when
stopping
will not be a Winco championship to cop this year, a habit the Chief teemen have acquire;d in the past two seasons, but
Ski experts consider the lads as near sensational
to look over the class of skiers that were beaten by the Yakima two. there will be plenty of matches and tournaments which will enable our golfing elite to show their form, as they did
Even Seattle's top high school 17- and 18-year-olds could only place against P.L.C.
fifth and sixth as compared to the Schwaegler's first place honors.
Ralph McGaugh of the Lutheran squad was medalist for the meet, with 70 while Jerry
INDIAN LORE
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...
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...

...
...
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Allen held the home

countered with two and three in
the third and sixth innings. Bright
spot in the Seattle offensive was
Catcher Romie Hanning's sixth inning line drive down the first base
line that brought Sam Casal and
Bud Schweikel across home plate
for the only Chieftain tallies.
"Dynamo" Dave Blakley paved

Left to right: B. Conroy, R. Nissen and H. Crollard.
Veteran Chieftains take a few practice swings on
SC campus before downing PLC 11 '/i to 3'/2

CHAMP SKIERS HEADED FOR S.C.?

Freshman Rhoady Lee didn't ski much while in high school but
beat Seattle's top high school skiers of last year when winning the
Former Edmonds prep
Stevens Standard the week before last.
one
of
Johnny
start
Johnson looks like
the best hurlers for this
year's diamond nine. Although there seems to be an absence of the
sluggers on this year's team, the pitching staff numbers about six
good twirlers in Joe Faccone (letter man from last season), Bob
Cummins (ex-UW moundsman), Dave Blakley, Hal Rose, Bob
Hedequist and Johnson.
Yandle could use a transfer student
for basketballand baseball next year as the fellow made letters in
all three major sports while playing for the now-extinct Broadway
Tigers. He's none other than Cal Weber who also won All-City
honors quite a few times, starring four years straight at the old
Speaking of Broadway High reminds us of
Pine Street prison.
articles appearing in the Times every
Coyle's
interesting
Wee
Thursday, especially the one where Wee recounted Seattle College
high's baseball team's victory over the previously undefeatedBroadwaynine.
Did younotice the "coke" bottles sitting on a table In
front of Joe Louis at one of his parties that was titled by the newsBob Zorich, transfer from
papers as "A Gay Night Club Party".
St. Martin's Prep and No. 1 pitcher for the Ballard Beavers, was
declared ineligible by the school board for living outside the Ballard
district. No offense at the school boardbut how come other schools
don't get caught at this practice? Iknow of three lads who would
have been ineligible under this ruling last year and possibly again
this year. Someone must have it "in" for the Bengals' new coach,
Tony Gasparovich, as Nollan has got away with this sort of thing
Grapetalk along the vine: Reports that
for quite a few years.
Dan Melinkovich, who recently turned in his resignation at Seattle
Prep, already has offers to assume the coaching leadership at either
Beilingham or Yakima.Pitty the poor Panthers if "Fiery Dan" takes
the Beilingham post as the Bells belong to the same league. And
Talk has it that ODea will
they grow the boys big up there!
News concerning
also be affected with a major athletic change.
the city league's second berth will be
announced soon.
It's too bad that
SC doesn't have an R.O.T.C. unit as
some of our athletic stars might be
exempt from the oncoming draft affecting non-veterans.
Maybe the
Natonal Guard is the solution, huh,
Len?
Howie Lang, another Chieftain letterman, became engaged last
week. Lang was the only letterman to
return from the service to make a
second varsity letter against toughter
11. LANG
competition.
Our golf squad really
whipped PLC last weekend, but then they took the WINCO title
for two straight years.
The Seattle College baseball team was
represented from high schools such as Franklin, West Seattle, ODea,
Ballard,Roosevelt, Vashon, Enumclaw, Queen Anne, Lincoln (both
Seattle and Tacotna), Prep, Aberdeen, Garfield, Kent, Gonzaga,
Granite Falls, Edmonds, Everett, Broadway, Bellarmine and Highline. Nine states were also, athletes coming from Arkansas, New
York, Oregon, Idaho, California,Nebraska,North Dakota, Michigan,
"Dynamo Dave" Blakley
Illinois, New Jersey and Canada.
surprised quite a few people by pitching four and a half no-hit norun innings against PLC's 14 letterman squad Monday at American
Lake. This is quite a feather in big Dave's cap as it was the Chief's
first game of the season. If Dave turns out to be this good during
the rest of the season he will have surpassed any of our pitchers
of last year.
Some of the baseball players want to know who
that fellow is whose picture appeared in last Sunday's Times.

Mary

towners to three safe blows. The
Lutherans started strong in the
opening inning, capitalizing on
three hits and three Chieftain
miscues for three runs, and then

O'Driscoll scored high for the Chieftains with a smoldering 73. The team has just completed their pre-season intra-squad playoff, inorder to determine the five starters and their
respective positions. These five names will be juggled throughout the season, as weekly
intrasquad matches take place, and other names will probably be added before many weeks
pass.
The five starters for the Chieftain divoteers' first match Norm Trudeau and Gene McDon-

..,

_,._

„

„ "*i, ,

-5. Codd. aid.Norm, ahas been letter winand
_
two-year

jj

ninS junior,
captain
coach the past two seasons Be

1. Nissen, 2. Conroy, 3. O'Driscoll, 4. Crollard,
Ray Nissen, a two-year letterwinner (when they are cause O f outside responsibilities
awarded) junior, has shown tremendous improvement and this year he will not be able to
is far in front of the field, being in good form early in the Play in all the matches, however,
season. Ray is already in the low seventies and appears
destined for a great season. He was a member of the Chief s many times as possiblethree-man championship team that copped the Wine* buntG^ne McDonald( a jUnior from
ing for combined Scores at the Tacoma playoff last year.
Renton, with one year of experi-

**£*"

f^SV^e^

Bill Conroy, a sophomore and one year letterwinner, is back, very ence, will also be available for the
strong this year. Bill has terrific power in his drives and is a very majority of matches, although
hard man to beat when the pressure is on. The best competitive man transportation problems tend to
"
slow him up.
on the squad.
in
is
He
was
medalist
very
old.
With competition approximately
In the third spot is O'Driscoll, a|
last
at
it was last season so appears
year's
playoff
tournament
as
golfto
the
Chieftains
newcomer
ing ranks this season, and there- Tacoma with a 72-75-147, hence the preesnt picture of the Chieftain links squad, although as the
fore comparatively unknown, individual Winco champ.
However, he has shown good form
In flfth place is Jack Codd( a season rolls along and the sunny
in the opening intra-squad play- junior with one year's team exper- days of sPrinS shine forth more i
offs as his three position indicates. jence The stylist of the squad, names""wiu probably be added toi
c s
Number four is Homer Crollard, with more practice will give the
from
year
a two
rest of the team a battle for top
letterwinner
A "war of nerves" is one in I
Wenatchee. A usually slow starter, position.
Honie is expected to move up
Two other boys who will be in which the shooting is done fromi
towards the top before the season there before the season closes are: the lip.

.

.

Varsity Softball
Turnouts Monday

Turnout for the Seattle College
Class A fastball team will take
place at 1 o'clock at Broadway's
southeastdiamond.This willbe the
only sport carried over into the
Summer quarter; however, students who are not attending classes
that quarter willbe eligible.
The Class A League is sponsored
by the SeattleSoftballAssociation.
This sport is one of the fastest
growing, as evidenced by the fact
that twice the number of teams as
last year have entered this year's
league play. Word has it that intercollegiate competition with College
of Puget Sound, Pacific Lutheran
College and the University of
Washington can be effected.
Representatives for the teams
met at Collins Fieldhouse April 6
to decide on particulars for the
season. Schedules have not yet
been made up, but games will
probably take place at city parks
or the civic field starting early in
May. Hopes are held for another
aggressive team to carry on the
tradition of the Chieftain finalists
of the previous two years.
According to the sports office,
unless a fourth team can be signed
up for the intramuralleague, there
just won't be any fastball intramural competition. However, if
NORM TRUDEAU
Monday's turnout is large enough,
(Ex-Coach Swings)
formation of a team from those
aspirants not making the varsity
Diner: "This food isn't fit for a squad would be a possibility. The
pig."
intramural schedule will be availWaiter: "Very good, sir. I'll take able with the registration of a
it back and bring you some that is." fourth team.
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WOMEN'S SPORTS
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Tentative plans were drawn up sport. Interest in girls' sports, allast Wednesday for an intramural though on the upswing, still seems
softball league. Collaborating on to be lagging behind. The feeling
these plans were Coach Yandle of those on the faculty and those in
and twenty girls who claimed in- on the know, seems to be that it

terest in the diamond sport. Much
discussion and debate led to the
idea of having three to five teams
represent the league, possibly
playing two games. The teams are
to be picked by elected captains or
formed from the girls' residence
halls and ladies' organizations.
It Is hoped that the twenty girls
who attended this preliminary session is only a minor representation
of those who will participatein the

would be more desirable to build
a strong women's athletic program
based on voluntary participation
rather than setting up the machine
on a compulsory basis as is the
custom with our cross-town cou-

sins.

Indications are that a possible
women'sinter-schooltennis league
might be set up in the near future,
with such schools as Pacific Luth(Continued on Page Four)
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ENGAGEMENTS
and WEDDINGS
— Evelyn Ernsdorf

SITZMARKS
By SCISSOR BILL

Friends of Patty Collins were
pleased to hear of her engagement
to Al Small at a recent luncheon.
Patty is a member of the Silver
Scroll and both students are prominent in school activities. They are
planning a September Wedding.
so*

Speak
The
Students
—
DAVID

Another race, another trophy
and that's the way it turned out
last Sunday at Mt. Rainier for the
Daffodil Cup Race. Leland Crabtree, the pint sized dynamo from
Yakima, roared over the one-half
mile race through the blinding
snowstorm to place third in this
annual event. That makes Crabtree high point man for the Chiefs,
with one second place, three thirds,
and one fourth place.
Other Chieftains in the Daffodil
Cup race placed as follows: Jack

On St. Patrick's Day, Mary Rerevealed her engagement to
Howard A. Lang. Howard is now
attending the College and was a
Tangney, 6th; Dick Kavet, 10th;
member of the basketball team.
Jim Monroe, 14th; Rhoady Lee,
20th, and Art Donahue, 21st.
Joan Allen recently announced
At the same time this race was
her engagement to Dr. Lawrence
taking
place the Anthony Lakes
Tarte. Both formerly attendedthe jumping
tournament was under
College. Dr. Tarte will graduate
outside
way
of LaGrande, Oregon,
from Creighton University in June.
Anthony
at
Lakes.
Their wedding will take place Attention,
schussboomers!! By
June 14 in St. Teresa's Church.
* * *
now you are probably sick and
you how good
May 28 is the date set for the tired of our telling
is, but just
wedding of Barbara Jean Conrad the Chieftain team
at
take
a
look
the
records.
Out
to David A. Duncan. David is
of nine Class B skiers this year,
presently attending the College.
gan

anAnother recent
nouncement was that of Eileen
O'Hara to Steve Sifferman.. She
formerly attendedthe College and
he is a student here now. No date
has been set for their wedding.
* *
engagement

*

Joan LeMay has announced her
engagement to Jack Magner. She

three have already made enough
points to enter Class A. It takes
twelve points to pass from one
class to another, and two of the
lads who never raced in competition before have made that jump
this year. Capt. Paul Pieper has
collected 12 points while JimMonroehas 13 The only man with one
year's racing experience, Leland
Crabtree now has a grand total of
15 points, to make him high man

.
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Paul Ekroth (Frosh-Engr.): I
don't know! I've never been
to one.
Reporter's opinion: Here's your

HAMBURGERS
SHORT ORDERS
By
KNEESHAW
As the saying goes "there are two sides to every ques- cue, girls!)
tion." This column is no exception. The question of the Doreen Hagel (Frosh-Lab-tech):
week is "What is your opinion of Tolos?" Obviously opinions They would be OK if the girl
didn'thave to ask the boy.
differ and then some agree, i
(Reporter's note: She's shy, fel1104 BROADWAY
Madeline Mahoney (Frosh-Educ): Bob Pavolka (Soph-Engr): Tolos lows.)
Tolos give the girls a chance to
area good thing. They give the
girls a chance to reciprocate and Vlnce Dcmarcst (Fros-chem.): I've
repay the boys.
Where Collegians Meet
Malts Shakes Sundaes
been to one too many.
to
invite
the
man
of
her
choos(Frosh
Engl):
Charles Bricker
(Reporter's note: He's been to
Open Seven Days a Week
The idea behind them is good ing to the gala occasion.
one, and one only!)
girls
usually
buy
just
Snyder
(Frosh-Lab-tech):
but the
the Frances
Three anonymous girls in the halls
Ilike them if the boys don't get of
ticket.
Seattle College: The selection
Three ProvidenceNurses: It's our carried away with the expense of boys around
here aren't so
account.
big chance. (WOW!)
hot.
(
):
John Toynbee
I Pat Maloney (Soph-Pre-law):
Soph.-Engl
(Reporter's note: Imay be selflike tolos because they give the
My past experiences have prov- conscious, but I was the only boy
boys a chance to find whom the
en' that the tolo costs the boy around.)
girls prefer.
more in the long run than a Jim De Witt (Frosh-Phil.): It's a
Kay Sorense (Fresh-Lab. Tech):
"Just
regular dance date.
method of being paid dividends
It's a good way to mix because Frank Loonain and Bob May
on an initial investment.
then the girls get a chance to
(Soph-Engrs.): Unless the ques- Girls from Campion: We think the
meet the boys they might not
tion can be solved mathematictolo is the best way of showing
otherwise meet. Boys never
ally it is not a- fitting question
appreciation for the boys who
(In today
make out dance programs when for an engineer.
out tomorrow)
have taken us out.
they take you to a date dance.
(Editor's note: How would you Joan Wahlinan (Frosh-Nursa): I
When a boy takes you to a dance ask someone to a tolo mathemat11 12 Broadway
think it's only fair for the girls
PRospect 4112
you're lucky if you get to dance ically?)
to pay for dates once in a while.
with anyone but the one that
asks you.
i
..-..,....-..-.-.-.■.
Joe Small (Soph-Pre-med) : I
think the tolo is terrific because
then you know where you stand.
It's a good way to find out whose
list you are on.
Ben Leal (Soph Labor): Well
(cough), the idea is good because
males and females are equal financially. Ihave yet to see the
occasion where a girl takes over
the complete financial burden
of the date.

CHIEFTAIN FOUNTAIN

-—

-

5-Point Cleaners
Down From the Chieftain"

NOTICE! — SHIRTS LAUNDERED

—

'

■

-

is a student here and he formerly
attended the College. They have
on the squad.
set no date for* their
* *wedding.
This Sunday marks the annual Gtrs from Bordeaux (group opinRainier,
April 3 was the date of Virginia Silver Skis race at Mt.
ion): We hate them. If the felcompeting for the Chieftains
and
Marion Hardens marriage to Doclows would ask the girls to the
will be Sandy Sabbatine, Rhoady
tor Warren C. Johnson at Sacred
dances, then the girls would feel
Leland CrabHeart church, Enumclaw. The Lee, Jack Tangney,
more free to ask the boys.
Monroe.
a
That's
couple are both former students of tree and Jim
(Reporter's note: If the boys
mighty long race, fellows, and they
the College.
don't ask the girls whom do they
change
in altitude ask?)
tell me that the
happens so fast that the color in
your face can change from blue
to red in about two rapid shakes
of a lamb's tail.
Within the next two weeks the
By PAT O'MALLEY
Chieftain Ski Club sweai^rs wul
(Continued from Page Three)
"Laroo Laroo Lillibolero" is
every able bo'bed skier
the way for the second game vic- be on
played by Frankie Carle on a new
member
of
the
Any
around.
tory with his very effective relief
Columbia. "Someone Cares" is on
pitching. Replacing Lefty Davis esteemed Chieftain Ski Club is the other side. The pianois excepKoenig, ski
to
contact
Jack
asked
in the fourth frame he chucked no- sweaters,
and those interested are tional on both recordings.
hit no-run ball with only one Lute
"Shine," in the inimitable
to
eligible
wear one of these
able to reach second base. While
manner, is on a
Blakely kept the PLC bats silent, team mucky-muck. The sweaters Frankie Lame
"V" neck with white Murcury. As usual, Frankie is at
are
a
blue
his Chieftain teammates narrowed
Two inch white bands are his best. "We'll Be Together
the Lutheran 6-3 leadto 6-5 in the trim.
each upper arm. The in- Again" is on the back of this rearound
sixth, tied it all up in the seventh
in
the middle of the sweater cording.
signia
when Bob Hedequist scored Sam
Jim Pagint, on anew Lion label,
is
the
coat of arms, which
Jesuit
Casal on a long double to left censtanding on their plays "Will IEver Get My Way"
wolves
is
two
ter, and then in the eighth took
boiling kettle. and on the other side is "One-Way
advantag of Shortstop Morris' haunches over a
Affair."Both these recordings have
bungle of a double play ball to
good sax.
a
hustle in the winning run and gain
A new technique has beendevelan even split in their opening
oped by Guy Lombardo on his
series.
"Frankie and Johnny" recording
Today on Broadway Playfield
for Decca. "I'm My Own Grand\
at 1:30 the Chiefs and Lutes meet
is on the other side.
pa"
tfjm .&
,
§& safe,.
An
instruction
and
on
discussion
in another doubleheader.Two good
close games can be expected as the proper parliamentary procedure
Chiefs' morale is running high and will be the main feature of the
the Lute's power-packed aggrega- next International Relations Club
(Continued from Page One)
tion hopes to avenge that extra- meeting Wednesday, April 14.
inning defeat. ProbableSC starters Members of the Gavel Club will to be attained in the drive, and
.■■■
■■
■■.-.■..
■■.
v.
are John Johnson and Dave Blak- give an explanation of Robert's was more than realized in ticket
Rules of Order, followed by quesley.
sales.
tions and discussion of the subject
Box Score (first game):
The Pulitzer Prize winning play
E by the high school students pres- of 1946 was the most ambitious
R
H
PLC
8
8
0 ent.
presentation yet attempted by the
"PresidentTruman's Speech and
SC
2
3
3
Seattle College Drama Guild,
Batteries:PLC—
Allen and Hat- Its Repercussions" was the topic at which, together with the accom—
ley; SC Faccone, Rose (4), Davis the last meeting of the club March plished performances of the OperjvwajfflSaßa! /j
21. Chairman for the occasion was etta Guild, is fast giving
~EmHMHHBiiIb&&
(6) and Harming.
Seattle
Holy
a
from
Names
student
R
H
E
College an enviable theatrical
6
PLC
5
1 Academy.
reputation.
SC
7
8
3
A competent, large cast, headed
—
Battries: SC Cummins, Davis
by Kevin Packard, Frank Sullivan,
(3), Blakley (4) and Hedeqoist;
Madeline Mahoney, Mary Kcn—
PLC Saxton, Garnea (3), Sturm TYPIST, Receptionist, general office drick and Louis Flynn (with a
work. Hours: 1-5 daily, V4-day Sat(6), Knutson (7), Skibo (8) and
urday. Wages: Open. Location: special bow to Gloria Torlai as the
Central
business district.
Reiman.
slightly alcoholic Mrs. Alexander
—
STENOGRAPHER CasualtyIns. ex- and Joe Small as the erratic bellperience. Hours: 1-5 daily. Salary:
open.
boy), carried the comedy together
EXPERIENCED Made Clothing- Sales- with its timely, election year
man. Hours: 12-6 daily, Saturday message.
'''
''
'"''''"'jjjjpgoß
'
'
'''''
(Continued from Page Three)
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10-5. Pay: $1.00 per hour.
eran College and College of Puget AUTO
FOR SALE' 1937 Chev. De
Sound of Tacoma, also with Seattle Luxe Coupe. Heater,
seal beams. Patronize Our Advertisers
J500
or
best offer. EA. 5417.
Pacific and University of Washington and others of comparable
size. These possibilities as far as
- \^Kv ''
-'-'''-**'
'*"'''""ffSttT iva I
'■"'
~-'~*^7flnlffitfftftfaV'■'' ■'■'■'■"'
on all
the Seattle College lassies are con-

CHIEFS SPLIT
DOUBLE BILL

-

Just Listening
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3 SC STUDENTS
AT NIRO MEET
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CLASSIFIED

-

Women's Sport

—

I

WHOLESALE PRICES

cerned, however, goes back to the
old story of the enthusiasm shown

in the turnouts.
Competition would be both in
singles and doubles, and a possible
playoff between the individual
players of the College as well as
doubles and the team playoff.
A future meeting is being scheduled for the organization of the
team.

Spring Sports Equipment
for Men and Women
KIOYDEN GOLF CLUBS
Headley Tennis Racquets
Quality at Moderate Prices

LANGLIE
SPORT STORE
1330 Sixth Aye.
El. 3388
Whtre Satisfaction Is Guaranteed

PL

SLACKS
SPORT COATS
LEISURE COATS
LOUNGING ROBES

WESTERN GARMENT CO.
—

a

1404 Vi STH AYE.

2nd Floor

FRANK
KIEFNER
Watchmaker and Jeweler
(Formerly located at People's Bank
Bldg. for 17 years)

One-Year Guarantee on Watch
Repairing
(.10

'■ '■

'
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WOOL SUITS

SE. 6515

1
1
11'

Years' Experience)

Engagement Rings and Bridal Sets
Our Specialty
PRospect 4410
512 Broadway North
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got more real tobacco taste.
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